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Electron-phonon driven charge density wave and superconductivity in a 1T -TaSi2N4 monolayer
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Charge-density wave (CDW) and superconductivity, as well as their interplay, are fascinating topics in
condensed-matter physics. In this work, we propose a single-layer (SL) CDW material, 1T -TaSi2N4, among
synthesized two-dimensional (2D) MoSi2N4 family. Through first-principles simulations, its stability, vibrational
properties, electronic structures, CDW, and superconductivity have been systematically scrutinized. The Ta-dz2

orbitals occupy mainly at the Fermi level and SL 1T -TaSi2N4 exhibits intrinsic metallic property. Besides, the
CDW transition temperature (TCDW) is estimated to be ∼500 K by using the temperature dependent effective
potential technique. We found that it is the electron-phonon couping (EPC) that drives the CDW to form.
Furthermore, its CDW orders can be manipulated by carrier doping and applying strain. At doping of 0.14
h/cell, the CDW instability is effectively suppressed and it changes to a 2D superconductor below ∼21.84 K.
Moreover, its superconducting transition temperature Tc under the strain of 10% is ∼10.47 K. Physically, the
superconductivity in stabilized 1T -TaSi2N4 monolayer is mainly contributed by the EPC between electrons from
the Ta-dz2 orbitals and phonon vibrations from the Ta-xy and N-z modes with evident soft phonon mode.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.109.134502

I. INTRODUCTION

Charge density wave (CDW) and superconductivity, as
the famous collective quantum phenomena, have attracted
widespread attention in condensed matter physics [1–4].
However, CDW and superconductivity induced by the elec-
tronic instabilities, always having intricate interplay, require
being further understood. Fortunately, many two-dimensional
(2D) transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) supply proper
platforms to investigate the CDW, superconductivity, and their
interplay [5–8]. In order to explore the accurate mechanism
of CDW in 2D TMDs, some possible strategies have been
proposed, such as the Fermi surface (FS) nesting [9,10],
strong electron-phonon coupling (EPC) [11,12], and excitonic
insulator [3,13,14]. Meanwhile, it has been observed that the
incommensurate/nearly commensurate CDW orders in many
2D TMDs can coexist with the superconductivity via the
formation of CDW domain walls [15–17]. This character is
distinct from CuO2 monolayer, which exhibits a clear compe-
tition between its CDW and superconductivity, by performing
scanning tunneling microscope measurements [18]. In this
respect, the question of whether CDWs compete or coexist
with superconductivity remains elusive. On the other hand,
CDW transition temperature (TCDW) near room temperature is
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desired for realistic applications [6,8,19,20]. Therefore, more
feasible candidates should be raised to explore CDW and
superconductivity in 2D materials.

Inspiringly, the MoSi2N4 monolayer has been effectively
obtained in the centimeter scale using the chemical va-
por deposition growth method [21]. This has stimulated the
predictions of a large family of such monolayer materials
[21,22], which can be regarded as a transition-metal dinitrides
(MN2) monolayer saturated by the Si-N layers on its two
sides. Since MN2 monolayers possess two general phases:
2H trigonal prismatic and 1T octahedral phases, therefore,
the MoSi2N4 family materials also show structural diversities
[22,23]. As a consequence, MoSi2N4 family materials possess
plentiful physiochemical properties, favoring further appli-
cations as photocatalysts [24,25], piezoelectricity materilas
[26], sensor [27], optics [28], superconductors [22,29], etc. As
previously reported [22,29], single-layer (SL) 2H-TaSi2N4 is
dynamically stable and is a Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS)
superconductor, while the 1T phase of TaSi2N4 exhibits imag-
inary phonon frequencies and was neglected. However, for
SL 1T -TaSi2N4, the locations of the Kohn anomalies at the
imaginary acoustic phonon modes generally represent a typ-
ical feature of the CDW orders [11,12,30]. Therefore, SL
1T -TaSi2N4 would provide an ideal platform to investigate
CDW features, superconductivity, and their interplay.

In this work, we determine SL 1T -TaSi2N4 as a CDW ma-
terial, whose CDW orders are originated from the momentum-
dependent EPC confirmed by the phonon linewidth distribu-
tions. The soft mode, leading to the CDW orders, is mainly
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FIG. 1. (a) Top and (b) side views, (c) phonon dispersions, (e) projected band structures, and (f) Fermi surface of SL 1T -TaSi2N4.
(d) Visualizations of the vibrational modes at a and b points in (c). The red dashed lines in (a) indicate the primitive cell and the bond
lengths are marked in (b). The phonon dispersions are weighted by the motion modes of Ta, Si, and N atoms. The colors drawn in (f) indicate
the magnitude of the Fermi velocity. The Fermi level is set to 0 eV.

contributed by the in-plane motions of Ta atoms and the TCDW

is estimated to be ∼500 K based on dynamical simulations.
Apart from temperature, CDW orders in metallic 1T -TaSi2N4

can also be suppressed by doping or strain, leading to the
emergence of superconducting states. At the critical doping
value of 0.14 h/cell, SL 1T -TaSi2N4 shows superconducting
phase, and its superconducting transition temperature Tc is
estimated to be ∼21.84 K. Besides, when the tensile strain
of 10% is applied, it turns to a superconductor with a Tc of
∼10.47 K, and its Tc can reach to 15.01 K via synchronous
doping of 0.3 h/cell.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The first-principle calculations were performed by using
the QUANTUM ESPRESSO code [31,32] with generalized gradi-
ent approximation according to the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
functional [33]. The norm-conserving Vanderbilt pseudopo-
tentials [34] were adopted to describe the electron-ion
interactions. The total energy and electron charge den-
sity were always calculated by Methfessel-Paxton smearing
method, except for simulating the electronic temperature with
a Fermi-Dirac smearing method. To simulate the monolayer,
the vacuum thickness of 15 Å along the z direction was built.
After convergence test, the kinetic-energy and charge-density
cutoff were set to be 70 and 280 Ry, respectively. The k-point
mesh for self-consistent electron density calculations was set
as 36×36×1. A denser 198×198×1 k-point grid was used
to calculate the Lindhard function using the measured band
structures. The q-point mesh for phonon properties and EPC
simulations was set as 6×6×1. Since the spin-orbit coupling

(SOC) has little effect on electron and superconductivity of
2H-TaSi2N4 [29], thus, the SOC was not considered in this
work. The ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) calculations
with constant number, volume, temperature (NVT) ensemble
were simulated at a series of temperatures using the Nosé-
Hoover thermostat, lasting for 10 ps with a time step of 2 fs.
Then, the finite-temperature phonon dispersion curves were
calculated using the temperature-dependent effective potential
(TDEP) method [35,36], as implemented in the Hiphive Pack-
age [37], by extracting effective interatomic force constants
taking the anharmonicity into account for a given temperature.
Here, a 6×6×1 supercell was adopted. The superconductivity
calculations were explored in the framework of BCS theory
[38]. Detailed methods were given in the Supplemental Mate-
rial (SM) [39] (see also Refs. [12,40–43] therein).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Atomic structure for SL 1T -TaSi2N4

As depicted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), SL 1T -TaSi2N4 can
be regarded as a TaN2 monolayer sandwiched between two
Si-N bilayers. Relying on the relative positions of the two
N layers within the TaN2 unit, SL TaSi2N4 systems have an-
other octahedral phase different from 2H phase [29], namely,
1T -TaSi2N4 monolayer, in which the two N layers follow
the octahedral prismatic coordinations. SL 1T -TaSi2N4 is a
metastable phase and its energy is about 42.86 meV per
atom higher than that of the 2H phase [29]. In analogy
to SL 2H-TaSi2N4, SL 1T -TaSi2N4 also crystallizes in the
hexagonal lattice, and has a space group P3m1 (No. 157),
corresponding to a point symmetry of C3v .
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The optimized lattice constants of SL 1T -TaSi2N4 are
a = b = 2.97 Å, comparable to those of 2H phase (2.96 Å).
There are two types of N atoms: N1 atoms connect the hexag-
onal Si-N layers with the Ta atoms; N2 atoms only coordinate
with the Si atoms in Si-N2 layers. According to the electron
localization function (see Fig. S1 in SM) [39], the Si-N1 and
Si-N2 bonds exhibit covalent characters, since the electrons
are greatly localized at the center area of the bonds. The Si-N1

and Si-N2 bonds are short, only in length of 1.75 and 1.79 Å,
respectively. The Ta-N1 bonds are longer, with a length of
2.11 Å, and show ionic bonding properties due to the highly
localized electrons around the N atoms. According to Bader
calculations [44], each Si atom denotes 2.21e and 0.76e to
N2 and N1 atoms, respectively, while each Ta atom transfers
0.98e to N1 atom. Therefore, the transferring electrons in SL
1T -TaSi2N4 are about 7.88e, comparable to those in 2H phase
(7.78e), indicating that 1T -TaSi2N4 could also be a good 2D
superconductor [29].

B. Thermal, mechanical, and phonon features

The stability of SL 1T -TaSi2N4 can be explored from
thermal, mechanical, and dynamical aspects. By utilizing the
AIMD with the Nosé-Hoover thermostat, its thermal stability
is estimated at elevated temperatures. To minimize the effects
of the periodic boundary conditions, a 4×4×1 supercell is
adopted. The free energy of SL 1T -TaSi2N4 slightly fluctu-
ates around the equilibrium value during the entire simulation
period, and 1T -TaSi2N4 maintains structural integrity after
annealing at 3000 K. However, the crystal shows a huge
structural disruption at 3300 K [see Fig. S2(b) in SM] [39].
Therefore, the melting temperature of SL 1T -TaSi2N4 is eval-
uated between 3000 and 3300 K, which is higher than that of
SL 2H-TaSi2N4 (2100−2400 K) [29], favoring its fabrications
and applications under high temperatures.

The mechanical properties are further assessed by three
independent elastic constants (i.e., C11, C12, and C66). The cal-
culated C11, C12, and C66 are 487.58, 125.76, and 180.91 N/m,
respectively. Clearly, SL 1T -TaSi2N4 meets the Born criteria,
namely, C2

11 > C2
12 and C66 > 0 [45], reflecting its mechanical

stability. Based on the calculated Ci j values, the orientation-
dependent Y (θ ) and ν(θ ) as a function of the polar angle are
shown [see SM Figs. S2(c) and S2(d)] [39]. Clearly, both Y
and ν show isotropic characters with perfect circles in the
polar diagrams. As a comparison, the orientation-dependent
Y (θ ) and ν(θ ) of SL 2H-TaSi2N4 are also presented, and 1T
and 2H-TaSi2N4 possess nearly identical mechanical features.

The phonon spectrum resolved by atomic vibration modes
is shown in Fig. 1(c). At first glance, two obvious Kohn
anomalies exhibiting imaginary frequencies distribute along
the �−M and K−� paths, meaning a dynamically unstable
nature. However, this behavior is a possible feature for CDW
materials, as reported in SL 1T -TiSe2 [20,30], 1T -VSe2 [11],
1T -MoSH [12], etc. As indicated in Fig. 1(d), the imagi-
nary modes locating at the a and b points originate mostly
from the in-plane vibrations of the Ta atoms (Ta-xy) with
a small contribution from the out-of-plane vibrations of the
N1 atoms (N1-z). Thus, the soft out-of-plane acoustic (ZA)
mode is highly related to the weak ionic bonding between
Ta and N1. Such bonding is possible to be anharmonic and

TABLE I. Summarized the symmetry, vibration, activity, and
frequency (cm−2) for the 12 optical vibrational modes at the � point.

Modes Symmetry Vibration Activity Frequency

(4, 5) E In-plane N2, Si IR 124.82
(6, 7) E In-plane N2, Si IR 144.41
(8) A1 Out-of-plane N2, Si IR 265.68
(9) A1 Out-of-plane N2, Si IR 320.55
(10, 11) E In-plane N1 IR 422.62
(12, 13) E In-plane N1 IR 506.54
(14) A1 Out-of-plane N1, Si IR 653.71
(15) A1 Out-of-plane N1, Si IR 660.15
(16, 17) E In-plane N2, Si IR 755.65
(18, 19) E In-plane N2, Si IR 768.50
(20) A1 Out-of-plane N1 IR 949.08
(21) A1 Out-of-plane N1 IR 981.62

may induce the CDW transition upon heating, compressing,
or doping. Discussions on CDW will be presented later. Since
SL 1T -TaSi2N4 has seven atoms in its primitive cell, there
are 21 phonon modes: 3 acoustic and 18 optical branches.
Three acoustic branches are mostly dominated by vibrations
of the Ta atoms, constituting the ZA, in-plane transverse
acoustic (TA), and in-plane longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes
[Fig. 1(c)]. Approaching the � point, LA and TA modes
show linear dispersions, while ZA mode exhibits a quadratic
dependence on the wave vector.

Furthermore, the highest phonon frequency is about 1000
cm−2, comparable to that of borophene (∼1100 cm−2)
[46,47], showing strong covalent bonding interactions within
the Si-N layers. To directly reflect the relative motions of Ta,
Si, N atoms, the vibration modes at � point are visualized
(see SM Fig. S3) [39], which are in line with the phonon
spectrum in Fig. 1(c). Summarized information about the
symmetry, vibration, Raman or infrared activity at � point
are listed in Table I. At 124.82 and 144.41 cm−2, the doubly
degenerated (4, 5) and (6, 7) modes are dominated by N2-xy
and Si-xy vibrations. At 265.68 and 320.55 cm−2, the main
atomic motions of the (8) and (9) modes are contributed by
N2-z and Si-z vibrations. For the doubly degenerated (10, 11)
and (12, 13) modes, the vibration modes are mainly from the
N1-xy vibrations. Besides, the singly degenerated 14th and
15th modes are from N2-z and Si-z vibrations. For the doubly
degenerate (16, 17) modes at 755.65 cm−2, N2-xy vibrations
in the lower Si-N layer dominate mostly. The N2-xy vibrations
in the upper Si-N layer contribute to the (18, 19) modes.
In addition, the singly degenerated 20th and 21th modes are
mainly from the N1-z vibrations.

C. Electron and CDW features

As indicated by the orbital-resolved band structure in
Fig. 1(e), SL 1T -TaSi2N4 is an intrinsic metal with the band
crossing the Fermi level. Its metallic features mainly steam
from the Ta-dz2 orbitals with visible occupations from the
Ta-dxy,x2−y2 orbitals. There is a separate electronic band near
the Fermi level, dividing the Fermi surface (FS) into petal
shapes around the � point [Fig. 1(f)]. Besides, Fermi velocity
is projected on the FS by the color bar, directly relating to the
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FIG. 2. (a) Phonon frequency of a point in Fig. 1(c) along with the increasing σ . Two typical phonon spectra simulated with (b) σ = 0.012
Ry and (c) σ = 0.013 Ry. (d) Variations of the frequency of a point in Fig. 1(c) along with the increased AIMD temperature from 300 to
600 K. (e) Harmonic (at 0 K) and anharmonic phonon spectra (at AIMD temperature of 500 K) for SL 1T -TaSi2N4, calculated on a 6×6×1
supercell. The gray dotted lines indicate the harmonic phonon spectrum. (f) MSDs of Ta, N and Si atoms obtained from AIMD simulations at
500 K.

slopes of the bands. The high velocity of the FS is along the
K−M path, while the velocity along the �−M is relatively
low. Inspiringly, a flattened band along the K−� path locates
near the Fermi level, leading to a high density of electron gas
just near the Fermi level. In this respect, SL 1T -TaSi2N4 may
be a good superconductor [48], as already predicted in our
previous study of SL 2H-TaSi2N4 [29].

As discussed above, SL 1T -TaSi2N4 exhibits CDW feature
of the Kohn anomalies in its ZA phonon branch. Here, the
electronic temperature Te, which can be directly simulated
by the Fermi-Dirac smearing factor σ , is further considered
to simulate the Te dependence of the phonon dispersions
[12,20,30,49]. Generally speaking, the suppression of the
imaginary phonon frequencies indicates the CDW transition
to the normal phase. The variations of the largest imaginary
frequency of the a point [marked in Fig. 1(c)] along with the
increased σ are plotted in Fig. 2(a). By increasing the σ , the
imaginary Kohn anomaly at a point becomes less evident, and
finally can be manipulated to a positive phonon mode using
σ = 0.013 Ry [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. The dependence of the
phonon dispersions on σ confirms that the SL 1T -TaSi2N4

is a CDW monolayer. It worth noting that the σ is only
adopted to simulate CDW features, and cannot represent the

real critical temperature. A more realistic estimation of the
TCDW requires methods to treat anharmonicity properly. Here,
we conduct the TDEP [50] calculations using the Hiphive
package [37] to consider the effects of anharmonicity. Several
AIMD simulations are performed under various temperatures
(300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, and 600 K) and the interatomic
force constants are extracted from the AIMD trajectories to
obtain the effective phonons under different temperatures.
These TDEP simulations are converged as shown in Fig. S4
[39]. The frequencies of the mode a depending on the AIMD
temperatures are shown in Fig. 2(d). We find that the AIMD
temperature can modulate the unstable phonon mode to be
stable. As indicated in Fig. 2(e), the frequencies of two soft
modes from harmonic approximation become real at 500 K,
indicating that SL 1T -TaSi2N4 is dynamically stable at tem-
peratures of 500 K and above. From Fig. 2(d), TCDW is roughly
around 450−500 K, which is higher than that of 2H-NbSe2

(100 K) [6] and 1T -TiSe2 monolayer (230 K) [7] in experi-
ment, and also higher than that of SL 1T -TiSe2 (440 K) and
electron-doped ones (200−280 K) in theory [51]. Here, the
similar results of simulated and measured electron-doped SL
1T -TiSe2 means these methods to evaluate TCDW are reliable.
Of course, our simulated results need further experiments to
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FIG. 3. The real and imaginary parts of electron susceptibility function are plotted in (a) and (b), respectively. (c) The calculated phonon
linewidth γ in the ZA branch.

verify. The near room temperature ultrathin CDW materials
are desirable for practical applications.

The major soft mode in the anharmonic phonon spectrum
[mode a in Fig. 2(e)] is dominated by the in-plane mode
of Ta atoms, different from the soft mode dominated by

the out-of-plane mode of N atoms in the harmonic phonon
spectrum [Fig. 1(c)]. This indicates a significant effect of
the anharmonicity, which is further supported by our calcu-
lated element-resolved mean square displacements (MSDs)
along different directions during MD simulations. As shown

FIG. 4. (a) Variations of the frequency of a point in Fig. 1(c) along with the carrier doping. Two typical phonon spectra doped at (b) 0.12
h/cell and (c) 0.14 h/cell. When doped at 0.14 h/cell, the protected band structure for SL 1T -TaSi2N4, weighted by the Ti-dz2 , dxz,yz and
dxy,x2−y2 orbitals, is shown in (d). The phonon spectrum for 1T -TaSi2N4 monolayer upon doped 0.14 h/cell, weighted by the EPC λqv . (f)
The projected phonon density of states (PhDOS), (g) Eliashberg spectral function α2F (ω) as well as its cumulative frequency dependent EPC
function λ(ω), and (h) frequency dependent function Tc(ω) with its derivatives for doped SL 1T -TaSi2N4 at 0.14 h/cell.
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in Fig. 2(f), the in-plane MSDs of Ta and N from the MD
trajectory at 500 K are larger than the other MSD components,
indicating the soft mode is mainly induced by the weak Ta-N
bonds, consistent with our bond analysis and the vibrational
modes shown in Fig. 1(d). Moreover, the in-plane MSD of Ta
atoms is greatly larger than that of N atoms, even though Ta
atom is much heavier than N. This further demonstrates the
major contribution of Ta displacements to the anharmonicity.
Apart from the mode at a point, anharmonic and thermal
effects also mainly refine some other out-of-plane modes,
including the soft ZA mode as well as modes 8, 9, 14, 15,
20, and 21 in Fig. S3 [39].

To investigate the origin of the CDW orders in SL
1T -TaSi2N4, we can study it in following three common sce-
narios: excitonic insulator, FS nesting, and EPC. Firstly, as
shown in Fig. 1(e), SL 1T -TaSi2N4 is a robust metal with
one band crossing the Fermi level from −1.6 eV to 1.5 eV.
So that the excitonic effect cannot turn SL 1T -TaSi2N4 to an
excitonic insulator [13]. Thus, the excitonic insulator as the
potential mechanism in the formation of CDW is denied. In
1973, Chan and Heine derived the criterion for a stable CDW
phase with a modulation wave vector q as follows:

4η2
q

h̄ωbare
� 1

χq
+ (2Uq − Vq), (1)

in which ηq indicates the EPC matrix element related to a
mode at an unrenormalized energy of ωbare, χq is the dielec-
tric response of the conduction electrons, and Uq and Vq are
their Coulomb and exchange interactions, respectively [52].
It is clear that the static CDW orders depend on the electron
susceptibility χq and EPC. FS nesting, which is always re-
sponsible for the origin of CDW, originated from the Peierls
idea of electronic instabilities. Besides, the FS nesting can be
evaluated quantitatively by calculating the electron suscepti-
bility [53]. The real and imaginary part of susceptibility are
defined as

χ ′(q) =
∑

k

f (εk ) − f (εk+q)

εk − εk+q
(2)

and

lim
ω→0

χ ′′(q, ω)/ω =
∑

k

δ(εk − εF )δ(εk+q − εF ), (3)

respectively, where ε is the energy of electron and f is
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The FS nesting is the
low-frequency limit of the imaginary part of the electron
susceptibility in the constant matrix element approximation,
which can be easily measured experimentally by neutron scat-
tering. Accordingly, the CDW wave vector must be the peak
wave vector. While the stability of an electronic system is de-
termined by the real part of the electron susceptibility, and the
nested peak must transfer to the real part of the susceptibility
at the same wave vector. In general, both the real part and
imaginary part of the electron susceptibility function should
have same location at the CDW wave vector, once the FS nest-
ing is the origin of the CDW in a system [12,53]. As depicted
in Fig. 3(a), the peaks in the real part of the electron suscepti-
bility locate along the �−M path. However, the strongest peak

in the imaginary part of the electron susceptibility occurs at
the K points [Fig. 3(b)]. Obviously, the peaks of the real and
imaginary parts of the electron susceptibility function exist at
different locations, indicating that the FS nesting is not the
driving force for the formation of CDW in SL 1T -TaSi2N4

[53–55]. Finally, the momentum-dependent EPC helps to ex-
plicate the phonon mode softening and the CDW origin, which
are strongly associated with the phonon linewidth γ [Eq. (2)
in SM] [12,56]. The phonon linewidth γ of the ZA mode is
plotted in Fig. 3(c). Clearly, the two highest peaks locate along
the �−M and K−� paths, which are in line with the locations
of the two Kohn anomalies in the phonon dispersions. There-
fore, the identical positions for the EPC peaks and the Kohn
anomalies confirm that the origin of CDW in SL 1T -TaSi2N4

is from the momentum-dependent EPC [12].

D. Carrier doping effect on CDW and superconductivity

Electron or hole doping is usually applied to manipulate the
CDW [17,57], which can be easily achieved in experiments
by using available gating techniques. In this regard, carrier
doping effects within the jellium model are further studied for
SL 1T -TaSi2N4. The variation of the imaginary frequencies
at the a point upon carrier doping is shown in Fig. 4(a).
We can see that the electron doping stimulates the CDW
orders, while the hole doping can suppress the CDW orders.
Increasing the hole concentration, the negative ZA mode lifts
up and eventually becomes a positive mode at about 0.14
h/cell [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. Thus, the CDW is completely
suppressed at 0.14 h/cell doping, and SL 1T -TaSi2N4 turns to
be a stable phase. As shown Fig. 4(d), SL 1T -TaSi2N4 at 0.14
h/cell doping maintains the main features of the electronic
band structure dispersions as its pristine phase. Hole doping
only downgrades the Fermi level to some extent. The metallic
nature is still mainly contributed by the Ta-dz2 orbitals.

Since the structure under 0.14 h/cell doping is dynamically
stable and also exhibits metallic feature, we subsequently
study its potential superconductivity within BCS theory. As
indicated by the branch magnitude of the EPC λqv in Fig. 4(e),
there are two large EPC values at the two soft-mode points in
ZA branch. Meanwhile, as exhibited in Fig. 4(g), the Eliash-
berg spectral function a2F (ω) shows two significant peaks at
44 and 96 cm−2, resulting in a rapid increase of the cumu-
lative λ(ω) and contributing about 79.8% of the total EPC
(λ = 1.78). As a consequence, the superconductivity transition
temperature function Tc(ω) also show two significant peaks
simultaneously [Fig. 4(h)]. Based on the full Allen-Dynes
formula [Eq. (6) in SM] [39], the Tc of SL 1T -TaSi2N4 at 0.14
h/cell doping is estimated to be ∼21.84 K, which is greatly
higher than that of SL 2H-TaN2 (0.86 K) [29], and comparable
to SL 2H-TaSi2N4 (24.62 K) [29]. Similar to SL 2H-TaSi2N4,
the main contribution to the EPC also originates from the low-
frequency region, where the in-plane vibrations of Ta atoms
(Ta-xy) and out-of-plane vibrations of N atoms (N-z) play the
crucial roles [Figs. 4(c) and 4(f)]. Physically, the origin of the
superconductivity in SL 1T -TaSi2N4 is the coupling between
electrons of Ta-dz2 orbitals and phonon from Ta-xy as well as
N-z vibrations.
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FIG. 5. (a) Changes of the frequency of a point in Fig. 1(c) along with the applied strains. The phonon spectra subjected to the strain of
(b) 9% and (c) 10%. (d) Pband for SL 1T -TaSi2N4 under the strain of 10%, weighted by the Ti-dz2 , dxz,yz and dxy,x2−y2 orbitals. (d) The weighted
EPC λqv in the phonon spectrum at the strain of 10%. PhDOS, α2F (ω) as well λ(ω), and Tc(ω) with its derivatives are depicted in (f), (g), and
(h), respectively.

E. Strain effect for CDW and superconductivity

Since SL 1T -TaSi2N4 is inclined to be obtained by the
chemical vapor deposition growth method as MoSi2N4 mono-
layer [21], thus, the external strain effects arising from
substrate interactions are addressed here. The evolution of
the frequency at the a point under the biaxial strain for SL
1T -TaSi2N4 is shown in Fig. 5(a). Increasing the compressive
strains, the imaginary frequency at the a point gradually tends
to be positive, and the CDW orders are fully suppressed under
the strain of 10% [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)]. Under this critical
strain, SL 1T -TaSi2N4 not only shows metallic properties with
many band crossing points at the Fermi level [Fig. 5(d)], but
also shows possible superconductivity with large EPC λqv on
the soft ZA mode [Fig. 5(e)], similar to the aforementioned
doped case. As shown in Fig. 5(g), a major peak of the Eliash-
berg spectral function a2F (ω) at 53 cm−2 leads to a great
enhancement of the λ(ω), contributing about 77.3% to the
total λ (λ = 1.09). Meanwhile, the Tc(ω) and its derivatives are
also in accordance with these results [Fig. 5(h)]. Therefore,
the superconductivity of SL 1T -TaSi2N4 under the strain of
10% also mainly originates from the coupling of electrons
from the Ta-dz2 orbitals and phonon from the Ta-xy and N-z
modes in the ZA branch. Finally, its Tc is calculated to be
10.47 K, which is only about half of that in the doped one
at 0.14 h/cell. As clearly shown in Fig. 5(e), relatively small

value of Tc is due to the external strain hardens the ZA modes,
and thus giving a relatively weak EPC at the soft-mode points,
especially for the points along the K−� path. Nonetheless, its
Tc is higher than that in nitrides superconductor determined by
experiments, such as NbN films (6.7 K) [47], TaN thin films
(6−8 K) [58], and Nb2N films (< 1 K) [59].

In the following, we investigate doping effects on SL
1T -TaSi2N4 strained at the strain of 10%. For each doping
concentration, only the atomic positions are relaxed to ensure
that the CDW orders is fully suppressed under the strain of
10%. Since the electron doping leads the strained 1T -TaSi2N4

ML to unstable state with some imaginary frequencies (not
shown here), thereby, only the relevant superconductive pa-
rameters upon hole doping are exhibited in Fig. 6. As
expected, the N(EF) decreases with the increasing of the
hole doping concentration, resembling that of ωlog. Whereas,
the EPC λ is enhanced to 1.54 at 0.3 h/cell doping, and
thus the Tc is increased to 15.01 K. Generally speaking, a
smaller carrier density near the Fermi level will lead to a
lower Tc of the conventional BCS superconductor [60]. On
contrast to this ruler, in our case, the inverse behavior is
due to that the low frequencies are softened after doping,
particularly along the K−� path, leading to a higher EPC
and Tc (see Fig. S5 in SM) [39]. Although the carrier dop-
ing cannot enhance the Tc of this strained one to a large
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FIG. 6. Variations of four general superconducting parameters:
(a) logarithmic average frequency ωlog, (b) the density of states at the
Fermi level [N(EF)], (c) EPC constant λ and (d) Tc, when the hole
doping is added to SL 1T -TaSi2N4 strained at the strain of 10%.

extent, our result could provide clues for future experimental
determinations.

Given that 2H-NbSi2N4 ML is also a good superconductor
with a Tc of 30.4 K [29], here, the 1T phase of NbSi2N4 are
also studied. Similar to SL 1T -TaSi2N4, there are also two
Kohn anomalies located along the �−M and K−� paths with
evident imaginary frequencies. In particular, these imaginary
modes can also be raised up along with the increase of σ , and
then become positive when σ = 0.013 Ry (see SM Fig. S6)
[39]. This critical σ is the same as SL 1T -TaSi2N4, approx-
imately meaning similar TCDW for them. However, the CDW
orders in 1T -NbSi2N4 ML cannot be validly manipulated via
the external strains. Although the strain can suppress the CDW
orders to some extent, new imaginary modes appear along the

M−K path (see SM Fig. S7) [39]. Therefore, the CDW orders
in SL 1T -NbSi2N4 cannot be manipulated solely by strain.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have proposed a CDW material can-
didate, SL 1T -TaSi2N4, through first-principle calculations.
Similar to some classic CDW materials, the CDW behaviors
in SL 1T -TaSi2N4 can be simulated by electron tempera-
ture, and can be fully suppressed at a Fermi-Dirac smearing
width of 0.013 Ry. After including anhamonicity, by perform-
ing AIMD calculations, the TCDW is estimated to be around
450−500 K. The large imaginary frequencies of the two Kohn
anomalies in ZA modes can be effectively suppressed by finite
temperature. Other than the effects of excitonic insulator and
FS nesting, it is the EPC that drives the formation of the CDW
in this system. Its metallic feature is mainly contributed by
the Ta-dz2 orbitals. Intriguingly, both carrier doping and strain
can effectively manipulate its CDW orders and can induce su-
perconductivity after eventually suppressing the CDW. When
doping at the 0.14 h/cell, a Tc of ∼21.84 K is predicted. In the
case of strain, the Tc is ∼10.47 K under compression strain of
10%, and it can be further improved to 15.01 K with the help
of 0.3 h/cell doping. According to our calculations, the super-
conductivity is mainly contributed by the coupling between
the electrons from Ta-dz2 orbitals and phonons in the soft ZA
mode, which is dominated by the Ta-xy and N-z vibrations.
Our work provides a promising candidate for studying CDW,
superconductivity, and their interplay, thereby giving realistic
opportunity for the realization of exotic macroscopic quantum
phenomena.
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